Welcome to my Final Special Report on attracting women. Congratulations on coming this far... it means you now have a powerful new understanding – and a set of SPECIFIC action steps to take – to help you succeed with women like you never dreamed possible!

In this final Report, we'll drill down into more specifics about how to do it, including what body language is and how to use it, how to avoid getting rejected by a woman, and how to create sexual chemistry and amplify attraction.

But right now, let's begin with the crucial skill that EVERY man MUST learn before he has any chance at all to succeed with women...

How To Pass A Woman's “Tests”

You've probably felt it happening...

From the moment you even THINK about approaching a woman, you feel like you'd better do everything right, or else its game over.

And you're right.
You want those feelings of chemistry and sexual tension to happen... but most men have no clue how to trigger and amplify them.

In fact, most of what we say and do just makes things WORSE.

On the other hand, women are very sensitive to what it takes to create attraction. When there's chemistry present, they get a magical feeling inside that will make them move mountains to be with the man they're feeling it for.

Which is the reason why, from the moment you walk up to a woman, she “tests” you to see if YOU have what it takes to make her feel that way.

So here's the billion-dollar question:

How will YOU know when these tests are happening... and how can you pass them all with flying colors to take your success with women to the next level?

Let's knock these down one by one...

First off... what is a “test”?

A “test” is a behavior or way of communicating that a woman uses to get certain information about you.

Whether you've just met her or you've been in a relationship for years, she will act in ways (both large and small) designed to get a reaction from you.

Early on, she tests to determine whether you're like most of the men she meets: a desperate, needy Wuss who will chase after her and kiss her butt... also known as the kind of man she works so hard to avoid, evade, and blow off.

Later, she tests you to figure out whether she wants to continue investing precious time out of her life being around you.
And here’s the real kicker:

Most guys will never see these tests happening. Which means, from a woman's perspective, that you've already failed them!

Not good.

In fact, experts believe that higher-quality women actually give you more tests, so it couldn't be more important that you know how identify when it's happening.

Here's exactly what to look for:

**When you first meet a woman...**

She'll immediately begin to interact with you in ways that determine if you're a man who communicates control and confidence instead of nervousness, neediness, and desperation.

**When she's out on a date with you...**

She'll test to see if you're the kind of man who has it all together and has a purpose in life... the kind of rare, “real” man that she spends so much time looking for.

**After the first date...**

She'll test to see how you handle the next steps: how soon do you call or text her again? How do you react if she does something you don't like? Are you constantly checking in and planning the next thing, or do you give her space?

Now that you know what to look for...
How Do You Pass All Of A Woman's Tests?

Bottom line: you pass them by NOT reacting like the 99.9% of other guys who FAIL her tests.

I hear you... sounds easier said than done.

So here's the most POWERFUL TECHNIQUE that I teach for doing it:

I recommend adopting an attitude with a woman right from the start that's like dealing with a “bratty little sister.”

In other words... how would you treat a woman if you weren't constantly worried about getting her attention and winning her approval?

She would annoy and challenge you with some of her behaviors, but you wouldn't care because you totally understand who she is, what she wants, and what she's doing.

If she showed up late or gave you lip or acted critical, you'd just give her a sly smile and say, “That's so cute...” then go onto the next thing.

Above all, you would act like you enjoy hanging out with her... but you wouldn't act like the world will end if you didn't because you've got a lot of other options and things to do.

Add it all up, this is simply another powerful MINDSET that makes you respond to a woman's tests in all the right ways automatically.

Her tests basically become “irrelevant” to you – and she'll know it.

Nice.
Here are a few more mindsets and inner beliefs to make part of your thinking that will help you “ace” a woman's tests to get truly mind-blowing results with dating and attraction...they radiate out in your body language and communication, creating INSTANT chemistry and attraction with a woman:

You Live In Your Own Reality.... SHE Is Just A Guest

This mindset is about the natural difference in how you act when you feel comfortable, at ease, and “at home” versus when you're a stranger in someone else's “territory.”

Think about it...

When you're at home and someone comes to visit, how does it feel different than when you go over to someone else's place?

When you're home, you're relaxed because you're on your own turf. You're cool and collected because you know exactly where everything is and how things are going to go.

You can control the situation because you control the environment, so you act with confidence and relaxation.

On the other hand, when you go over to someone else's place, you probably feel a little bit less comfortable. You don't know where everything is, what you can touch, where the bathroom is. It puts you a little off balance.

Some people even feel outright anxious.

This is simply another version of it... no matter where you are and what's going on, you ALWAYS want to communicate the power and confidence of feeling at home with a woman.
You Are a “Cause” In The World, Not An “Effect”

This mindset is all about communicating that you are an active, influential force in the world... a man who makes things happen instead of a pinball getting helplessly bounced around from one thing to the next.

Women do NOT find a pinball attractive. Period.

So don't come across like one.

Show that you're steady and have a purpose and passion in life that guides everything you do.

Whether it's a career or a creative endeavor or a charity, show a woman that your world won't revolve around her... because she is not (and never will be) your entire world.

Which leads us directly to our next mindset:

Stop Triggering Rejection

When it comes to changing everything about your success with women, the biggest reality most men need to understand is this:

Women don't WANT to reject a man... we MAKE them to do it.

A woman wants to meet that one “real man” who makes them feel instant, irresistible ATTRACTION. Yet, like we keep talking about, most men keep failing her tests by doing the predictable things that send a signal to her that says, “Please reject me.”

It's not rocket science... STOP DOING THIS. Learn what causes a woman to reject you, and then don't do those things.
Understanding just this much will create a seismic change in how women react to you and the results you get with them.

To accelerate your success getting there, here are a couple of my most powerful techniques for doing it:

**Two Steps Forward, One Step Back**

This technique is the truly “Holy Grail” when it comes to making smooth transitions with women that prevent getting rejected. Even better, it's also one of the most powerful chemistry and attraction amplifiers that I've ever created.

It works like this:

As soon as most men make hard-earned progress with a woman, they don't want to give it up... even though stepping back again is the BEST thing you can do to ensure ultimate success.

For example, let's say you're talking to a woman. You lean in close to her to say something, or maybe you even touch her hand.

Great job. These are big steps forward.

But here's the thing...

**If she doesn't pull away, MOST guys think the door is open to keep leaning in or touching her.**

Big mistake.

Taking a step forward and trying desperately to stay there communicates neediness. But take a step back, and you're communicating CONFIDENCE and CONTROL...
... you're telling her that you could stay there, but you're choosing NOT to.

You don't have to defend new territory because you've been here before. You're a man who knows how to get here, and you know that you'll do it again – if not with her, then with some other woman.

Above all... when you take the step back, rest there. Don't rush or be anxious.

I just can't emphasize it enough...

This keeps the anticipation building, and women love it. It's off-the-charts powerful when it comes to creating attraction!

So powerful, in fact, that I want to close out this final Special Report with a couple more of my favorite attraction-building techniques...

The “Kiss Test”

When I was first learning how to get women, one of my biggest challenges was figuring out when it was “okay” to kiss her.

The stakes were high... try to kiss a woman when she doesn't want it, and you're dead in the water.

So here's the world-famous technique that I created to solve this problem once and for all:

I learned to reach over and touch a woman's hair, give her a little compliment about how soft and nice it is, then take my hand back.

If she responded positively, then I knew that she was receptive to being touched, and I knew it was probably okay to kiss her.
Two steps forward, one step back. See?

Of course, the “Kiss Test” is also about using the power of body language – perhaps the most important form of communication with a woman.

Reality is, MOST of our communication in life isn't about the words we use. And men in particular get caught up in words instead of learning HOW to say them... also known as body language.

Like I said in my previous report...

**The first question most guys ask me is, “What should I say to a woman?” when the real question is... “How should I say it?”**

As promised, here's a great example of this:

I love to teach men how to use a VERY sophisticated pick-up line. Okay, not really. It's actually just one word:

“Hey.”

And that's it.

This one word proves that a man can literally say anything to a woman and have it work... that is, depending on how he says it.

As you can imagine, there are a lot of different ways to say “Hey.”

Most men unconsciously say it with a soft, nervous, questioning tone, the kind that communicates how desperately they're hoping that they're not “bothering” a woman.

Needless to say, this does NOT communicate confidence and control.
But say “hey” sharply and quickly, and you communicate a powerful, authoritative stance that’s very unusual for a woman to hear.

It immediately makes a woman stop and pay attention.

And then the door is open!

Remember...

It’s Up To YOU To Walk Through It And Start Succeeding With Women Beyond Your Wildest Dreams!

**FINAL HOMEWORK:**

- STAY TUNED FOR THE NEXT VIDEO ABOUT CREATING “STEP-BY-STEP” ATTRACTION NOW!